
Meeting minutes April 6, 2017. Attending: Rhonda, Farhad, DF, and George.  
 
Rhonda: Does anyone have any news to share? 
I attended the AR conference at Bosch. I also have slides from the Boeing Group.  
I could share the slides when we have more people.  
 
DF: I think we might work on rending a model. We are in a public review on the rendering 
model, 1.2. If you enter something, some content to be displayed, in AR, we would be happy to 
receive your requirements. We want to review how things are reviewed. The rendering for AR 
might be interesting.  
Rhonda: I am not sure what that would mean.  
DF: If you have any ideas it would help.  
Farhad: What do you mean by rendering? 
DF: In XML, you need some styling information; it is Object-oriented; we are able to display 
something to the translators; people complain, if they knew what the context is, it would help. 
We have no rendering standards. More data standards of XML are needed. We could use 
browser rendering for AR.  
Farhad: Im trying to connect browser rendering and how does this connect? 
DF: If you want to make sure it works properly, we should preview it. Browser is not necessarily 
the best method. How to see if your thing is working in a specific context. Context is open-
ended. Dependent on geo-location. Sometimes AR experiences are based on some product. 
You can simulate a product independent of geo-location.  
Farhad: This is something we can definitely think about. For testing purposes, browsers could 
work.  
DF: It should be simple to attach some styling data to the XML. XML is good and fairly stable to 
do a browser rendering. You can look up a behavior and standardize.  
Rhonda: I wonder if Scott would be a good person to look at this.  
DF: Browser rendering is being used more and more.  
Farhad: Rhonda, APK files, we could definitely use browser files. We will have to dig deeper.  
Me: have you all  
Daiquiri has come out with  
The Boeing presentation shows the options for wearables. And what they are investigating. I 
haven’t heard of anyone using Glass anymore.  
Farhad: Android wear 2 for smart watches.  
DF: smartwatches seem to be concentrating on Android watches. It is a common interface for 
non-wearables. More important for sensory input.  
Looking at presentation on Boeing, Future AR standards. Equipment. Using Unity software, 
possibly use their own.  
 
Paul Davies, from Boeing, was part of this committee worked with Iowa State. Possibly could 
grease the skids.  
Eliot Winer. Working on project AR and construction. Team lead from ISU. Name of the project: 
“AR in work instructions”  


